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STAG

The Image of Fairfield

ANIA

by Dave DeFusco

It was thunderous. It was old time rock
'n roll. It was dancin' in the streets and rockin* down the highway. For the first ten
minutes of the second half it was like 'ol
times- 1977-78 revisited.
"Has it been that long?" you ask.
How long has what been?
"Has it been that long since the Stags have
jumped out to this good a start?" you
repeat.
Not since 1977-78 when the Stags hurdled to a 17-2 start have the Stags charged
out of the gate so fast- 12-4 overall, 5-0 in
the MAAC and headed for a possible
NCAA berth.
"NCAA berth?" you ask.
"It's too early to talk NCAA's," you say.
"The Stags still have Iona, Holy Cross
twice, and Fordham," you remind me.
Yes, but there is no denying the Stags are
on a roll. You could feel the emotional intensity in the game against Fordham. The
fans willed it. They encouraged, cajoled,
and all but ran out on the court and help
them do it. The crowd cheered anyone, anything. The frenzied Fairfield faithful greeted new inductee to the F.U. Hall of Fame,
Steve Balkun, like a long lost brother. Most
didn't remember the contribution he made
to F.U. hoops in the late '70's. But that didn't
matter. This crowd cheered Father Bill.
This crowd would have cheered Terry
O'Connor.
Since the loss to UConn, Fairfield has
gone 10-1 and has won seven games by a
margin of five points or less. "This year
we're winning the close games," said a
weary Buonaguro. This can be attributed

to a more patient offense, tight, aggressive
defense, and the reawakening of Pat Yerina. At the beginning of the season, Yerina
(16 pts. 16 rebounds) said he wanted to go
out a winner. Playing in the best shape of
his career, he has gouged the.boards for 8.3
a game- 1st in the MAAC.
Tony George has been the big gun for the
Stags, though. He's been the high scorer for
12 of the 16 games andhasa21 point avg.19th in the country.
This game was no cake walk, however.
3,022 fans saw a 37-22 Fairfield bulge
slowly disintegrate when the Stags let down
and the Rams took advantage of turnovers
and missed free throws. "We don't handle
leads well, we're going to have to work on

FUSA Elections in the works
by Connie McKenna

The election process for next year's
FUSA president began Tuesday as prospective candidates picked up their petitions.
The presidential hopefuls need to obtain
twenty-five student signatures on their petitions by January 29 in order to be considered an official candidate.Upon receipt of
the petitions, the FUSA Election Committee will read through them to make sure that
students have not signed petitions for more
than one candidate. Announcement of the
names of the official candidates will be held
on the evening of January 29, with campaigning to begin at 8 p.m. that same

[Photo by Remy Steiner}

Stag fans react as Fairfield's hoopmen defeat Fordham.

evening.
According to Kim Hale, Assistant Director of the Campus Center,five students have
so far expressed their interest in running
for the position of FUSA president.The
names of these students, says Hale,"will be
disclosed on the twenty-ninth, after the
committee has determined the correctness
of the candidates'petitions."
The FUSA Presidential Primary will be
held on February 4, with the final election
slated for a week later, on February 11. petition "
The FUSA Assistant Director of the
Campus Center

Fiev. Arthur Langford. Jr. discusses the legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
, [Photo by Karen Haney]'

that," lamented Buonaguro who would like
to avoid nailbiting finishes.
The Fordham game was a big win. The
next six games are against the MAAC (3
at home). "We're the hunted, now," says
Buonaguro.
So let's not jinx them. Don't do anything

different. Eat at Seller's at your regular
time. Keep watching the Colby's, and by
all means don't do something as unnatural
as going to the library on Thursday night.
Just go about your business- and keep coming to the games.

Stephenson leaves Campus Center
by Kathryn King

Assistant Director of the Campus Center,
Gary Stephenson left the first week of January to enter the New Haven Police Academy, according to Jim Fitzpatrick, Director
of University Activities. His responsibilities have been divided among the campus
center staff.
Greg Morrison, a graduate assistant, has
been named permittee of the Stag-her Inn
on a temporary basis. Fitzpatrick has taken
charge of the responsibilities associated
with WVOF because of his involvement
with the station in the past semester. He has
also taken charge of building operations.
The programming has been split between
Kim Hale, Assistant Director of the Cam-

pus Center and Morrison. The rest of the
duties have been divided equally among the
staff.
"We would like to have someone new
named by April." Fitzpatrick is in the
process of redefining the job and the responsiblities this week. The University will be
advertising in "The Chronicle of Higher
Education" and contacting other colleges in
the Northeast. Fitzpatrick said that the pool
of candidates is smaller in the spring than
it is in the summer or fall.
Stephenson had been in the position since
November 1984. He had previously
worked in the University's Security. "He
had the courtesy to inform us" about his application to tW New Haven Police, said
Fitzpatrick.

King remembered
by Jeanne Burke

As part of the university's observance of
the first federal holiday in honor of Dr.
Martin Luther King,Jr., Student Services
sponsored a lecture/drama by Rev. Arthur
Langford,Jr. Politics professor John Orman
called the presentation a time to "celebrate
the memory and legacy" of Dr. King and
to "renew our commitment to social justice
and peace."
Rev. Langford is a state senator from Georgia and a former member of the Atlanta
City Council. He has been performing
"Martin Luther King! a Portrait." Since
1969, the year after Dr. King's death.
Rev. Langford began by asking the audience to let their minds travel back with
him to the year 1955, when the civil rights
movement began in Montgomery, Alabama. On December 1,1954, Mrs. Rosa
Parks was arrested for refusing to give up
her seat on a segregated bus to a white man.
This incident set off what Rev. Langford
called a "new American Revolution." For
over a year.blacks in Montgomery, led by

Dr. Martin Luther Kingjr., boycotted the
bus system, forcing officials to integrate it.
Dr. King and other leaders of the civil
rights movement persisted in their fight for
civil rights despite violent opposition and
reactions to their cause. Rev. Langford told
the story of a young black girl in Birmingham, Alabama, who asked her mother if
she could go out in the streets and march
for freedom, as she saw other children doing. Her mother said no because of the
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Martin Luther King day observed
by Denise Murphy

Montgomery to Memphis, a documentary
on the achievements of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. was shown in the Oak
Room on Sunday evening. The film, which
began a two day observance in memory of
this civil rights advocate, was coordinated
by Larri Mazon, Director of Student Academic Support Services. Monday's scheduled events included a discussion by each
professor of the various aspects of King's
life and philosophy and a lecture/drama
presented by Rev. Arthur Langford, Jr. in
the Oak Room.
Mazon began the tribute by commenting
that, in his efforts, he had hoped for a formal observance which would include the
entire university. He explained that a committee has been formed to address the issue of cancelling classes next year.
The film began by tracing the footsteps
of King as he fought against the segregation of public transportation in Montgomery
in 1955. The year long bus protest, in which
King preached his motto or' nonviolence
was, 99.9% effective and gave the movement a strong start. Next, King was shown
in the business protests of Birmingham,

phase two of his war against discrimination.
Here Blacks fought against such injustices
as separate lunch counters and amusement
parks which banned Blacks from admission. It was here that King himself was
jailed and wrote his famous letter from the
Birmingham jail.
King travelled wherever discriminatory
practices existed. His journey took him as
far north as Chicago, an area where
prejudice, as an unspoken law, had become
in many ways more intense than in the
South.
1963 saw the March on Washington
where 300,000 people gathered to hear
King's famous "I have a dream" speech. Following the signing of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, King was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in Oslo, Norway.
Finally, in 1968,while he fought for the
rights of Santitation Department workers
in Memphis, he was assassinated. Many
have said that in his moving "Mountain top
speech" it was as if King knew he was going to be shot.
Following the film, Mazon opened the
floor for discussion. He remarked that the
progression of King's achievements is
noteworthy. He stated, "King started out

King remembered
assassinated. In his last speech, Dr. King
threat of dogs, firehoses, and other types seemed to be aware that time was not on
of violence the protestors met with. She sent his side. He knew of the threat of violence
the child to Sunday school to sing in the from "some of our sick white brothers",but
choir instead. A few hours later, the church, he felt he had to go to Memphis to help opwith all the children at the Sunday school, pressed sanitation workers. Langford
was blown to pieces by opponents of civil recreated this, King's last speech,in which
he told the audience that he had been to the
rights.
Throughout the South, while Dr. King mountain top and had seen the promised
and others were jailed, their songs and pray- land.
Dr. King died on April 4,1968, but his
ers moved and confused their jailers, who
life's
work still goes on. His dream that one
wanted to know why they sang when no one
was listening. Rev. Langford pointed out day all people will be judged on the conthat the jailers didn't understand that music tent of their character not on the color of
and song have been an important part of their skin, is not yet a reality all over the
communication for blacks since before they world. Rev. Langford reminded his
were brought to this country as slaves. This listeners,"We've come a long ways, but we
tradition of song was continued in the civil still have a long way to go."
Rev. Langford closed his presentation
rights movement with songs such as "We
with
a section of a speech Dr. King gave
Shall Overcome'and "God is on Our Side".
at
Ebenezer
Baptist Church in Atlanta.
Rev. Langford recreated for the Oak
Talking
about
his own funeral, he said he
Room audience the famous "I Have a
Dream" speech which Dr. King gave at the didn't want anyone to mention his Nobel
Lincoln Memorial in 1963. Then he asked Peace Prize, or any of the countless other
his listeners to travel with him in their minds honors he had received. Dr. Martin Luther
to April 3,1968 in Memphis,Tennessee,the King, Jr. wanted to be remembered as a
night before Dr. Martin Luther King was drum major for peace and justice.
Continued from page 1

Boos

Cheers

battling segregation laws, moved toward
more fundamental rights such as the voting privilege, broadened his demands to in-

clude labor guidelines, and even went so
far as to make a statement on U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War."

University to divest
The Board of Trustees at Fairfield
University has adopted a policy to divest
the university's investments in companies
that directly or indirectly are involved in
South Africa.
The university's endowment fund portfolio does not contain any stocks in any
company.
The university does own publicly traded
bonds of which a portion were issued by
companies directly or indirectly involved

in South Africa. All of these companies
adopted the Sullivan Principles in which
they pledged to follow non-discriminatory
practices. However, the university will proceed to divest these bonds.
As long as the current political and discriminating situation exists, the university
does not intend to make future investments
in the stocks or bonds of companies doing
business in South Africa.

Fairfield receives scholarship
Fairfield University has received a major
gift of $100,000 from the Gladys Brooks
Foundation of New York to endow scholarships based on merit, it was announced by
the Rev. AloysiusP. Kelley, S. J., University President.
The Brooks Foundation previously
awarded Fairfield $91,595 in 1981, toward
created the Media Resources Department
at the University's Nyselius Library.
Father Kelley Commented that the new
scholarship support will help Fairfield attract highly qualified students and the first
awards will be presented to two freshmen
entering in September, 1986. Father Kelley added, 'The gift addresses dramatically Fairfield University's need and desire to
augment its scholarship base.'
Since coming to Fairfield in 1979, Father
Kelley has stressed the need to increase the
scholarship aid to students as a major finan-

cial priority in order to enable more students to benefit from a Fairfield education.
Students receiving the Brooks Foundation
scholarship will be asked to make a moral
commitment to support Fairfield after
graduation through voluntary service or
contributions.
The University has developed a comprehensive program of grants, loans and jobs
to provide support based on .ieed. The
Brooks Foundation grant is designed to reward students for their academic achievement as a result of their high school class
rank, scholastic aptitude test score, extracurricular activities and leadership
potential.
The Brooks foundation was established
in 1981, under the terms of the will of Mrs.
Gladys Brooks Thayer and it supports
educational institutions, non-profit
libraries, hospitals and clinics.

Library makes changes
The Nyselius Library has made a number of changes for the spring semester
aimed at better serving the needs of Fairfield University students.
In response to the interest in longer Saturday hours the Library will remain open until
9 p.m. on Saturdays during the semester
beginning on January 18. All other scheduled hours will remain the same.
A library book return box has been placed
in the Campus Center for student con-venience. It is located on the basement level behind the elevator near the campus news
sign. It will be emptied every weekday
morning. Items will be discharged as
though returned the previous day, Monday
morning pick-ups will be back-dated to the
previous Friday. The same policy applies
to items in the book drop located at the

Library itself. Please note that reserve
materials and media must be returned
directly to the Media Department at the
Library by the borrower.
New photocopiers have been installed in
the Library with a vendacard system to enable students to make copies without using
change. The vendacards, which work like
bank cards in the copier, are sold in $5 and
$ 10 denominations at the Circulation Desk.
There will be an initial $.50 handling fee
with the first card purchased. If a depleted
card is returned when purchasing a new
card, no additional handling fee will be
charged. Complete details are available
from the circulation staff. The copiers will
also take change; a dollar bill changer has
been installed in the Library to facilitate use.

Planned Giving Director named
BOOS to the university's handling of Dr.
Martin Luther King's birthday... it was a
nation holiday at most schools except for
ours. . . to the $5.00 charge for adding and
dropping classes. . . as if tuition isn't enough
already...

CHEERS to our phenomenal Stags' performance against Fordham. . . 12-4 overall
,and 5-0 in the MAAC, you're outstanding. . .to the sellout crowd. . .spirit is fi-,
nally returning to our stands. . .to all the
alumni who returned to Fairfield this past
week. . .and to all the welcome back parties both on campus and off. . .to all the
professors who take a stand on critical issues . . .they set an admirable example for
their students.

MEMORIAL
The Math Department will hold a Memorial
Mass on Thursday at 3:30 in
Loyola Chapel in memory of Father Scully
who died Feb. 1, 1985

Fairfield University has appointed
Lawrence F. Carroll as Director of Planned
Giving, responsible for building support for
the University through wills and bequests,
trusts, pooled income funds, insurance and
other deferred support.
He holds a Bachelor's degree from
LaSalle University, plus a Master of
Science and a certificate of advanced study

from the University of Bridgeport. He
previously taught in the Bridgeport school
system and was then Assistant Sales
Manager for New York Life Insurance
Company, Sales Manager for Wells Fargo
Alarm Services, Inc., and Corporate Sales
Representative for Chemlawn Services
Corp. Carroll is a resident of Stratford.

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
. $2.Q0 off with Fairficjd l.R,

■
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Editorials
I have a dream...
The birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King has officially been declared a federal
holiday effective 1986. This recognition has been bestowed upon only one other
American leader, George Washington. However, in spite of the mandate of this
decree, Fairfield University did not cancel classes in honor of this great man on
Monday, January 20.
The Mission of Fairfield University as put down in the catalogue reads: "Jesuit
Education, which began in 1547, is committed to the service of faith, of which
the promotion of justice is an absolute requirement". In view of such an aim, it
is appalling that the holiday was not recognized as are all other national holidays.
If being Christian means that one works actively to further this end, why did the
university not see fit to properly acknowledge this prophet of social equality? All
east-coast Jesuit institutions including Boston College, Holy Cross, Georgetown
and Fordham honored the holiday in the typical manner. The message that such
an act communicates to Blacks both inside and outside the university is pure
blasphemy.
There is clearly a distinction between a formal holiday and a holiday observance
as was organized on campus this year. The observance held on campus is, no doubt,
commendable, yet alone it is simply not enough. For years the university celebrated a Black Leaders Day at the beginning of second semester. Somehow this holiday
has also been forgotten. Larry Mazon, Director of Student Support Services anticipates that next year the holiday will be honored in the traditional manner. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the administration has allowed this year's calendar date
to slip by virtually unnoticed.

F.U.S.A. UPDATE
by Jim English

Within the next month you will be deciding who the next FUSA president will be
for the 1986-'87 academic year. By becoming active in the election as a candidate, a
strong campaigner, or an inquisitive voter
you can help Fairfield by giving your support to the type of organization you would
like to have represent and work Tor the students of our school. Your participation is
needed to help strengthen FUSA as your
representative body. FUSA can only be improved with your input and hard work, not
only at election time, but throughout the rest
of the year.
Yes, there will be a May Day this year.
It will be held on Saturday, April 26 as part
of Dogwood Weekend. The dance will be

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano

Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to Box P
or to the Mirror.

held Friday night in Alumni Hall. It will
be the best Dogwood weekend ever to be
held at Fairfield. Because of your patience,
the early planning of the FUSA Activities
Board, and the assistance of clubs, this
weekend will be extremely active and
eventful. Your help is needed to make this
weekend a success. Please sign up to help
at this week's Activity Fair on January 28
in the Oak Room.
Full House will be appearing in the Oak
Room tomorrow night to kick off an exciting semester of weekend activities. jRepo
Man will be shown Saturday night January
25 in the Oak Room, and don't miss Blizzard of Bucks on January 31 in the Campus Center for fun and your chance to win
a lot of money.
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Thursday

Senior Nursing Bake Sale
C.C. Lobby; Lunch
Townhouse Lottery Applications
available in Loy 100 through Friday
International Students Meeting
N209 7 p.m.
' Faith & Justice meeting
Bannow Faculty Lounge 7:30 p.m.

LettersDear Editor:

As the officers of the Men's Glee Club,
we would like to rectify a misconception.
Campus Ministry's invitaition to accompany the Women's chorale and help provide
the liturgical music for the Christmas Mass
was an honor and privilege for the Glee
Club to accept. At the end of the ceremony, the Choirs and Instrumentalists were
acknowledged as,"Mrs. Carole Anne Maxwell and her fine musicians'; herein lies the
misconception.
The Men's Glee Club is its own entity.
Our Club consists of 40 members under the
direction of Mr. Paul D. LaMedica of
Garden City, New York. Mr. LaMedica is
the only person responsible for teaching the
music to the Men's Club.
However, as with any group invited to

sing at an occasion, the host and invited conductors share in directing the combined
groups. Campus Ministry's Liturgical Music Director told the Glee Club which parts
of the Mass Mr. LaMedica would be allowed to conduct. We are sure that it was
an unintentional oversight not to thank him
at the Mass for his musical contributions.
We would like to correct this oversight
and inform the University community that
the members of the Men's Glee Club are
the fine musicians of Mr. Paul LaMedica
and him alone.
Thank You,
President Vice-President
Steve Prunk '86 John F. Dressel '86
Secretary Treasurer
Richard Hertreux '86 Robert Girandola '86

This week At The Career Planning Center
• INTERVIEWS
Jan. 23 GE Prescreen
27 & 28 West Point Pepperell Bidding
28 Aetna/MCI Prescreen
30 Burroughs/Chubb/Premier Fastener Prescreen
30 Medi-Mart Free sign-up
*30 European American Bank Info Session-Oak Room 7:00 p.m
'Note: To be interviewed by European American Bank, attendance at info session is mandatory

• WORKSHOPS
*Jan. 28 Resumes 3:00 p.m. Faculty Dining Room
*
29 Interviews 3:00 p.m. Faculty Dining Room
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Friday

FUSA presents "Full House"
Oakroom 9 p.m.

i Glee Club Gonzaga Aud.
5:30 p.m.
« Math Review C18 7 p.m.

EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Associate Editors

Stephen J. Humes
Denise Murphy
Melissa Campanelli
David Wunsch
Kathryn King
News Editor
Garcth Charter
Assistant News Editor
Connie McKenna
Lisa Boyne
Politics
Robin Kingston
Features
Nancy Cusack
Arts and Entertainment
Robert Amoroso
Dave DcFusco
Sports
Paul Fabbri
Asst. Sports
Karen Hancy
Photography ^*<<~~rr?'~ ^^
Asst. PhotojrSph^ '..y j / j?NJ*cmy Stcincr
SSja* ^Krank Locke
Graphics/x^i^l.
~ F\j$fcggWard
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Catey ipolman
Copy f$hqfs. I fi,
**
1
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p |j Ljsajiiagiarclli

-
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27

Monday

■ FUSA Operation Participation
Activities Fair
Oakroom 4:30-7:30 p.m.
1
Glee Club
Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 p.m.
Women's Swimming v. Trinity
Rec Plex 7 p.m.

FUSA Old Tyme Photo'
C.C. Lobby Lunch
Chorale
Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
Intramural Volleyball Signups
begin Rec Plex Daily through
Friday

■

■'

■'■•■■'

'■'■

'

■■

'■''■

Tuesday

28 Wednesday
• Chase Placement Faculty
Dining /Meeting Rooms
3 p.m.-5 p.m.; 7:30 p.m.
• Peer Counselors J25 6 p.m.
• Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 p.m.
• Middle East Forum C21 7:30 p.m.
• Intramural Volleyball Refs Clinic
Rec Plex 7 p.m.
• Men's Basketball v. Army 8 p.m.
• Ice Hockey v. Amherst
Wonderland of Ice 8 p.m.

Advertising Manager
Asst. AdVjertisiag Manager '.$

Scott Towers
Sjjfii Faillacc

Business Manager
* ;? ■>>l£cn Santopictro
Brian M. Hickey
Circulation Managers
John J. Mangini
Public Relations
Jane Tschidcrcr
Marie Mateos
Asst. Public Relations
1 eii^h Danenberg
Production Manager

Office is located on Gon/uga (iround Floor.
Telephonc-254-4000 e\ . 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. 1 .ajout even Sunday night. Ad
deadline Friday afternoon. The Mirror is published every Thursday during the academic year.
with special editions published monthh on Mondays b\ The Fairfield Mirror, Inc. All rights .
reserved. Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror, Inc.
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Politics
1985: The Year in Review
by Robin Kingston
1985 saw a drastic increase in international terrorism. Events such as the Achille
Lauro incident and the July hijacking of a
TWA airliner were just two attacks occuring in the Middle East, which turned out
to be the center of much of the aggressiveness. Terrorism was not limited to the Middle East, though. Bombings threatened the
welfare of Britains in London and guerilla
attacks continued to plague Central Americans. Peace became a rarely seen reality.
In an effort to increase global peace,

though, Regan and Gorbachev met in Geneva in the fall. Steps were taken to increase understanding and to decrease international tensions between the two nations,
as well as to ensure further communications.
Other peace keepers had reason to
celebrate in 1985, as well. The United Nations celebrated its 50th birthday with a
week of speeches and receptions.
Many areas of the world did not see any
reason to celebration, however. South Africa spent the year in turmoil, as blacks fought
for their right to vote in that country. Apart- -

heid became a concern of millions all
around the world, as investors withdrew
funds from South Africa and governments
planned on how they would deal with the
leaders of the country.
1985 also saw hard times in Ethiopia.
Millions of people starved to death as famine and drought grew worse. While some
Jewish Ethiopians received relief as they
were airlifted to Israel, many other famine
victims were aided as the world pitched in
in an effort to provide them with food and
propper medical care.
One of the largest relief efforts was the
■

■ ■

Nicaragua: Colorful Contradictions
By Dr. Edward Dew
During the week or so that we spent in
Esteli, my wife and I got a taste of the
Nicaraguan Revolution's many colorful
contradictions. Two images especially
come to mind.
On New Year's Eve, our Swiss host took
us to a party at the home of a Colombian
businessman married to a doctor. About
two years ago he hijacked a Colombian
airliner to Cuba, only to be arrested and interned there for three years. On his release,
he came to the States for a year, before ending up in Nicaragua when the Revolution
triumphed. His wife, as handsome in her
own way as he, had served in the Sandinista Army as a doctor in the southern forces
led by Eden Pastora (now one of the contra
leaders). She was currently back in her
field, teaching anesthesiological techniques
for nurses in the makeshift Seventh Day Adventist hospital nursing school in La
Trinidad, some thirty miles outside Esteli

on the road to Managua. Her husband had
bought a bus with the money he picked up
working in the States, and opened a onebus line to La Trinidad (where they must
have met). He was now the owner of two
buses and in the process of going partners
with a landowner to develop a small cattle
ranch. (The rancher, by the way, was a stylish young woman, very opposed to the
Revolution, as it had taken away several
other properties she owned on the grounds
that she and her family had not farmed them
or used them. So, before it was too late,
she wanted to invest in her last big parcel.
But she needed money to help, and that
brought her to the Colombian, and our
Swiss friend, who heads the Swiss government's foreign aid program in the area.)
That day they spent wheeling and dealing,
checking out the ranch acre-by-acre, and
putting down a hard-to-get Nicaraguan
Pilsener —on horseback and off. In the
evening, with an appropriate change of
clothing, they all gathered, with their fa-

milies, for a roast pig blowout. At midnight,
instead of factory whistles and fireworks,
half of Esteli seemed to pull out machineguns to let loose on the Ano Nuevo. It was
a puzzle for all theorists of progress and
redemption. I'd never met a hijacker before,
or a guerrilla doctor, or a fashion-page
latifundista. And I'd certainly never expected to see them together suckling the same
roast pig and champagne.
My other image is awaking at sunrise
to Bruce Springsteen's 'Born in the USA,'
blasting over my Swiss friend's yard from
the military hospital across the street. 'The
contras have come,' I thought. But then
there was silence. Somebody's idea of an
alarm clock? Sandinista reveille? An hour
or so later, as we were finishing breakfast,
there was a knock at the door. 'No,I never
loan my typewriter to anyone,' I heard the
Swiss say. 'Somethings a person just doesn't
lend,' he gently explained. 'Who was that?'
I asked later. 'Oh, the damned fools in the
military hospital have gone and busted their

Live Aid concert, which was dubbed
'Woodstock II'. The success of Live Aid
spurned a series of aid concerts. Farm Aid
was designed by Willie Nelson to help the
dying agriculture industry and Aids Aid was
organized to help those dying from Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.
AIDS also became a political problem in
1985.iNew York's attempts to close gay
bathhouses to help limit the spread of AIDS
were challenged as an infringement on the
Civil Rights of homosexuals.
Americans also felt their security threatened in 1985 by another disease. When
President Reagan developed cancer, questions about the health of many officials were
raised. Reagan developed colon cancer, as
well as two cancer spots on his nose. All
three were, according to doctors, entirely
removed.
Locally, 1985 also brought a number of
political changes. Both Connecticut and
New York raised their drinking ages to 21.
Connecticut also eliminated the tolls on the
Turnpike and passed legislation requiring
all passangers in the front seat of cars to
wear seatbelts.
This list could continue endlessly, but it
will stop here. The events mentioned are
not necessarily the most important or the
most remarkable, but they certainly are
worth remembering.

typewriter again. They think they can handle them like AK-47's, the idiots.' The blaring music was back-Billy Joel, this time.
(Later, in Managua, I watched TV a bit,
enough to see another intriguing thesis/antithesis synthesis sequence: each news
story is interspersed with an MTV music
video.) I don't know if the world is really
ready for the Sandinistas.

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
PART-TIME WORK*$8J %li >/HR.
Loading/Unloading
Monday thru Friday
Female or Male
Stratford or Norwalk

12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m..

5:00 p.im.-9:00 p.m
4:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m

Apply in person at:
THE CAREER PLANNING CENTER (LOYOLA HALL)
WEDS. FROM 5:00-7:00 p.m.
OR
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
1010 HONEYSPOT ROAD, STRATFORD, CT
MONDAYS FROM: 9:30-11:00 A.M.
AND
1:30-4:00 P.M.
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Features
Dr. Rinaldi: A novelist on the rise
by Leona Bayusik

Jogging, "tunnels," and a spirit of discovery are all part of the writing process for
Nicholas Rinaldi, a Fairfield resident and
author of the recently published Bridge Fall
Down (St. Martin's/Marek), his first novel. Confessing that he gets his ideas "very
strangely," the Fairfield University professor of English says, "I feel compelled to
write. It's an obsession; it's a pleasure; and
it's fun."
He began Bridge Fall Down in 1981 with
the idea for an imaginary war in an imaginary jungle. Suddenly, characters started
talking to him. "I let them go on," confides
Rinaldi, who suggests that the first draft of
a book is where the discoveries are. "You
find all these fascinating people-these
characters who are brand new in your life,
and you don't know where they're going.
And you live with these characters, and
you're surprised with what happens, and it's
a lot of fun."
As the character talks and the ideas flow,
Rinaldi lives with his blossoming work,
writing notes on any available scrap of
paper. During this idea stage of Bridge Fall
Down , Rinaldi attended an Evenings of
Music concert at Fairfield University. Inspired by one of the piano pieces, an Eliot
Carter Sonata, the author began earnest jottings on his concert program. Two additional programs later he had the scribled
beginnings of several chapters of Bridge
Fall Down . The piano sonata, too, became
a part of the book - played on a white concert grand in the middle of a jungle battlefield.
This rush of ideas is typical for Rinaldi
who is also the published author of two collections of poetry, The Resurrection of the
Snails and We Have Lost Our Fathers .

"When things are working, I may be very
hot with ideas for two or three weeks," he
says. "Even when I write poetry, I like to
work on twenty or thirty poems at once."
In the midst of these creative stirrings,
Rinaldi is a solid citizen of the ordinary
world. The father of four, whose wife, Jacqueline, also teaches at Fairfield in the English Department, finds jogging is also an
important phase of his writing process. Til
often work out a chapter while I'm jogging,"
he admits. "Especially if I have a problem."
Grocery shopping, painting the house and
other necessary chores would also seem
likely to disrupt the imaginative flow. Instead they are a test of durability. "When
an idea is really working, it can survive all
that," declares Rinaldi. "The characters are
too insistent and they won't go away."
Spurred on by the stubborn characters
and the entrenched idea, Rinaldi begins to
get a general design of the book. Although
he admits he often doesn't know how it will
all end until he is a third of the way through
the story, he says he usually has an overall
concept of the book's design.
At this stage of the book-to-be, Rinaldi,
whose second novel is already in the hands
of the publisher, asks himself, "Do I have
a novel, and am I going to go ahead with
this madness?" When the answer is yes, he
enters what he describes as a "tunnel." Now,
the house goes unpainted, movies and plays
go unattended, and social activities and vacations remain unplanned, while the writer
closes the door and writes.
But the 51-year-old novelist and poet is
a realistic man. Disciplined in writing and
balanced in living, he leaves his tunnel to
jog three miles every morning, to enjoy his
family, and to enter the English classroom."The students are a joy," says the
teacher of creative writing and modern

American literature. A faculty member at
Fairfield University since 1967, Rinaldi
declares, "Walking into a classroom is a
thing all unto itself. I've never felt they intruded on my writing."
It took Rinaldi six months to write the first
draft of Bridge Fall Down and another year
to make revisions. He sold it himself by
"simply sending it in." Publisher St. Martin/Marek has already accepted his second
novel and a third is in the works. In addition, Rinaldi has a collection of poems about
the holocaust due to come out shortly.
"I had advice a long time ago not to sit
around and wait before starting another
book," explains the author, who feels that
the act of writing generates the idea. "When

TROPICAL
SlirflaqGeqtep
introduces their new

I'm not working, I don't get ideas," he states,
and advises young writers to sit down and
start writing. "Rinaldi's law: The more creative you are, the more creative you are."
He is enjoying the stir created by his wellreceived first novel, but expresses some
concern about getting back to work. "This
is all new to me. It's exciting and very
pleasant," he admits, "but I do have that
sense of, 'Gee, this is not what I do.' What
I do is write."
"It's a great joy to see the pages come
along," says Rinaldi. "One does miss a lot
of other things while writing, but not for
the world would I have it another way," he
asserts. "It will be nice to close the door
again."

St. Thomas Room
a personalized tanning program

CALL NOW FOR
YOUR TANMNG
CONSULTATION
UVA Sun Lounge
Unique Facial Tanner

[SUPER DISCOUNT

FAIRFIELD

WINES & SPIRITS

50 Sanford St.
(Next to Railroad Station)

953 POST RD., FAIRFIELD • 259-7795
Located between Grand Union & Russell Chevrolet

255-7414

COORS/COORS LT 24/12 oz. Cans
9.99
BUD/BUD IT 24/12 oz. Cans
9.99
BUSCH/NATURAL LT 24/12 oz. Cans
&99
MILLER LITE SUITCASES 24/12 oz. Cans
9.99
SCHAEFFER EXPORTS 24/12 oz. Bot
&99
GENESSEE CREAM ALE 24/12 oz. Cans
&65
RED, WHITE & BLUE 24m oz. Cans
.7.99
GENESSEE BEER/LT 24/12 oz. Cans
799
OLD MILWAUKEE/OLD MIL. LT24/12 oz. Cans
799
SCHMIDTS/SCHMIDTS LT SUITCASES 24/12 oz. Cans6u99
MOLSON GOLDEN (Light, Beer, Ale) 24/12 oz. Bot
11.99
GROLSCH 24/12 oz. Bot
1449

WAS

VODKA
1.78 BELLOWS
LTR. BOORDS
1.78 CLASSIC CLUB
750 ABSOLUT 80°
1.75 BUKOFF
1.78 WOLFSCHMIDT 80°.
LTR. SMIRNOFF 80°
1.75 ROMANOFF 80°

GIN
LTR.

1.75
1.75
1.78
LTR.

1.75

GORDON'S
BEEFEATEF
GILBEYS
BOORD'S
CLASSIC CLUB
BOOTH'S 90°..

V

.1095

WAS

NOW

10.89
.6.19
10.69
. 12.19
.10.95

J, 12.69
.9.95

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIAL
— ORDER NOW! RESERVE EARLY!!!

NOW
&55
5.25
&38
9.57
&59
9.99
799
&59

D• \

MONKIY sysiuiis

7.29
19.99
11.99

9.35
4.99
12.49

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
ALL SALE ITEMS CASH AND CARRY
ALL PRICES PLUS SALES TAX • PLUS BOTTLE DEPOSIT
Not Responsible For Typographical Errors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOVE & KISSES
A long, lasting helium
filled. HEART-SHAPED foil
balloon attached to a
box of candy; kisses.
Shipped nationwide by
UPS. Balloon lasls for
weeks, but the memory
lasts all year A delicious
way to say I LOVE YOU...

ALSO FEATURING
Balloon Deliveries
Singing Telegrams
Clowns • Gorillas
Bees • Bunnies
Panda Bears • Pigs
Bananas • Belly Dancers
Male Strippers
Decorations .
Helium Tank Rentals
Balloon Imprinting
Tasteful • Reasonable
Reliable
Several Rental Packages
Available

•FREE Postage Stamp
W th every greeting card
you purchase from our
large selection. (Not valid
on packaged cards)

Valentine

Fairfield

Norwalk

New Haven

255-9896

852-1876

787-1876

OPEN 7 DAYS

1844 Post Road Fairfield. CT 06430 • Visit our Card & Gift Shop

...

S/095

Love-Grams iromlz
Call for Details
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The Answer To
by Lisa Boyne
For anyone who is looking for a day of
excitement, skiing is the answer to whatever
you are looking for. Even if skiing isn't your
bag and you would rather spend the day
saniflushing urinals before donning a pair
of skis, sliding down one-half a mountain
on your back while trying to look cool at
the same time, the ski lodge can provide
something for even the least athletic clutzes.
For those of you who are seeking the opposite sex, you need look no further than
down the mountains and into the ski lodge.
The ski lodges are the new meat markets
of the 80's and as the year has already
proven the slopes are overcrowded, with
more of a selection than one could choose
in a day. Workout centers are a thing of the
past (sorry Jane) and the singles are turning in their leotards for ski pants, their
dumbbells for preskis and their sweatbands

for vuarnets. The ski lodge is a great meeting place because men and women can be
nonchalant concerning their ulterior motives for going to a ski lodge, and pretend
that they just spent $350.00 on ski equipment for the great powder. Plus, the location itself gives you something to talk about
to the person next to you (who you may
have nothing in common with.) After hanging out in a couple of ski lodges, you can
learn such great lines as "Wasn't that you
I saw speeding down Devil's Alley?" or "Do
you ski here often?" or the classic "You have
a great view from the T-lift."
For those of you who find checkers to be
a physically strenuous sport and find Tom
and Jerry along with a case of Amstel more
your speed, you too can find something for
yourself at the ski lodge. The ski lodge is
one of the largest drinking extravaganzas
of New England's lushes gathered in one
room. Vermont's lodges are ideal for col-
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lege students as it is well known for being
the last state with the eighteen year drinking age in the union. The drinks are less
expensive than most bars and if you are at
a big enough ski resort you can ski across
a trail to the next lodge, making drinking
and driving a worry of the past. After a couple of broken legs (which is not a limb injury) you will be relieved of any inhibitions
of fifty foot drops and even if you do fall
you probably will not feel it anyway.
For the prima who doesn't want to ruffle
her feathers, the good news is that skiing
is one of few sports that you can look great
doing. Not only do you look good in the
Beremeyer ski outfit but you can also catch
a healthy sunburn and who can resist a helpless creature who needs to be rescued from
the perils of bunnyhill.
If you've been skiing before you probably have your own stories to tell/but if you
haven't you are missing the time of your life.
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STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain <est. 1425), Leuven, Belgium
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE DEGREES OF
BJL MJL, AND Ph.D. plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME
All courses are in English
Tuition is 11.500 Belgium Franks (±$250)
Y/r*» to

Secretary English Programmes
f;arG<-\aal Merc*rp>ein 2. B3000 Leuven. Belgium

KU Leuven
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Conference Aid Needed Part Time
• set up meeting rooms, place tables & chairs
• cleaning, vacuuming, set up coffee breaks
• move equipment and supplies
12-20 hours per week, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Apply in person at Center for Financial Studies
200 Barlow Rd., Fairfield University

Choosing a long distance
company is a lot like choosing
a roommate.

-*S^P^--

It's better to know what they're
like before you move in.
Living together with someone for the first
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as close as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone®

AT&T
The right choice.
©1985 AT&T Communications
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Arts & Entertainment
On Reflection
by Robert Amoroso

Upstairs at Eric's has some seriously fine
moments. "Only You," with its dense keyboard overlays, is pleasant to the ear whereby Moyet shows emotion that is rarely seen
in today's music. "Bad Connection" is a cute
ditty not to be taken too seriously. "Winter
Kills" is pure pain in an anguishing sense.
It is a very admirable work. "Don't Go,"
the commercial club hit, has non-stop motion from start to finish. But there are sober
sore spots on this record that cannot be
avoided. "Situation" was always an overrated dance cut. With all of its different mixes, what's the attraction? Yet "I Before E
Except After C" is a real waste of space
here. It tries to be crafty and inventive, but
it is ultimately annoying and by no means
entertaining.
This first Yaz record should have a place
in your record collection even though it
goes from very good to very bad. Through
all my criticisms about the band, Yaz had
charisma in which Moyet could not carry
out on her solo LP. As for debut records,
Upstairs at Eric's is clearly superior. Much
too much soul here to ignore totally.

"On Reflection" is the title of a new
weekely column for the new year. The format of this column is straightforward. What
I will do (or anybody else who is interested) is review an LP from sometime in the
past. This review can range from the files
of vintage classic rock to new bands who
had albums released two or three years ago.
This feature will not follow any specific pattern because I do not want to forfeit the
diverse and unpredictable nature of what
this attraction can realize. So for my first
selection, perfectly at random, I will review
the 1982 Yaz album, Upstairs at Eric's. As
usual, your responses to "On Reflection,"
whether negative or positive are greatly appreciated.
Yaz was one of those "bands" who possessed soul in their music. Yet soul for them
was not realized through bluesy guitars and
thick bass patterns. The soul for Yaz solely consisted of The Voice, and what a voice
it is. I am of course talking about Alison
Moyet.

9012 Jive
was very overblown when they pranced in
the 1970's, but this by no means meant that
they were lacking in originality overall
quality. Yes of this decade, with 90125 and
Drama (excluding Yesshows and Classic
Few),has safeguarded themselves with a
more rock base while leaving the heavy
pretentiousness slightly to the side.
All in all, 9012 Live is an enigmatic
release not for its actual content but for its

by Robert Amoroso
Taken from their comeback tour of 1984,
Yes and their handlers decided to release
9012 Live, a mini-album similar in structure to U2's Under a Blood Red Sky of a
few years back. This "compilation" is a fitting souvenir for those fervent Yes fans who
jump at every opportunity to snatch up
product from this post-dinosaur outfit. Yes

9-5:30

Wed.
Thurs.

9-8

26 SHERMAN CT
BEHIND THE FAIRFIELD
STORE
Precision • Cutting, Perming & Coloring
Expert • Nail and Make-up Application

Wonderous Stories
by Robert Amoroso
Welcome back my friends to the show that never ends... Hope you all had a vacation full of bliss... .The Firm, who flopped with their debut record a year ago, will
try again with a follow-up called Mean Business. . .Ozzy Osbourne, that madman
you all hate to hate, will have his Ultimate Sin album released at press time. ..Ozzy's album was produced by Ron Nevison... Nevison could be labeled as a miracle
worker because he was instrumental in bringing Heart back to notoriety by producing their last record.. . For those into classic rock, a compilation record of Jimi
Hendrix's performance at Monterey will be released... 1986 will be no different
when it comes to sequels in the film industry... Poltergeist 11 is set for May 23.. . The
previews have changed the slogan from "they're here" to "they're back"... Among
other sequels to be seen sometime during the year are Psycho HI, Police Academy
HI, and Star Trek IV.. . The word on the fourth Star Trek film is that William Shatner was busy during the fall so the filming got underway later than expected. .. There
is no official announcement of a Rocky V at this time. .. You have an interesting
array of artists on the upcoming Pretty in Pink soundtrack.. .Included here will
be Suzanne, Jesse(ex-Prince)Johnson, and Orchesteral Manoeuvers in the
Dark. . . Marilyn Martin, the lady who has no business singing a duet with Phil Collins, will have her first LP out on Atlantic this month... .It was funny to see John
Cafferty and the Romantics touring together since they were both headliners
here. .. Twisted Sister has been touring with Dokken. .. Asia opens their American
tour in Florida sometime in March.. .Their third album, Astra , is selling horribly.. . There will definitely be an album out by The Moody Blues in 1986. .. Paul
McCartney, who used to play bass for the Beatles, has returned from Columbia
to Capitol. . . "Spies Like Us" is a bad joke... "Sun City" has grown on me very
well... Pat Benatar, the opera singer-turned-rock singer-turned-mother will play
The Meadowlands February 23. .She hasn't toured in quite a while. .. Look for the
next Stones LP to be heavily influenced by Wood and Richards as opposed to Mick
because a bulk of it was completed while Mick was busy with own solo record... 1986
is going to be my year. . .You watch. . .Tempus Fugit.
purpose. The word out on it is that the disc
was intended for the loyal patrons. This is
all well and good, but doesn't this sound a
bit exclusive? As for what is on the vinyl,
Chris Squire proves why he is still one of
the premier bassists around with his "Amazing Grace" solo. Trevor Rabin shocked
everyone by filling in Steve Howe's place
on guitar. "Solly's Beard" is evidence of this.
Jon Anderson's "Soon"(which, of course,
is the ending of Relayer's "The Gates of
Delirium") is the sample of how a tenor can
be accepted and appreciated in rock music. "Hold on" and "Changes" are the only
two cuts that aren't an excursion for each

individual member. They are both extended a bit without losing the drive that was
present when they ollectively appeared on
90125.
What is to be taken into consideration
here is that this stopover LP(EP?) will probably lengthen the release of the next Yes
studio record. This product is a pleasurable commodity to possess, though not at all
necessary. This whole 9012 Live concept
and production (a videocassette is also
available) has a ponderous tone to it.
Nevertheless, Yes does impress. More or
less.

Do You Need Business Experience
Than Looks Great On A Resume?
Would You Like To Have Fun While
Getting Valuable Work Experience?
Join The Mirror Staff
Practice Your Business Knowledge with the Business
Staff or earn some extra cash selling advertising space.
If Interested come to Monday Night Meetings 7:30 in
3rd Floor Banner Lounge.

Join The Crowd
□ Nassau
From $334.00
Mexico (Cancun, Puerto Vallarta,
Acapulco)
From $499.00
Bermuda From $324.00
Ft. Lauderdale From $324.00 (hotelonly $i64>
□ Daytona Beach From $339.00 (hotel only $i74)
□ London/Paris From $499.00

JUT}

NEEDED
Basketball Pep Band Members
For Home Games And
Practice Thursday 7-9

All prices include 7 nights hotel, round trip air transportation
and College Weeks activities. Based on quad occupancy. Call for
triples and double supplements. Airfare Supplements
Bahamas- ($40.00 Boston, BWI, Philadelphia. $100.00 Chicago
or Cleveland) Bermuda—($100.00 Chicago or Cleveland)
Ft. Lauderdale—($50.00 Boston. Philadelphia, BWI. Chicago
Cleveland) Daytona Beach—($40.00 Boston, Philadelphia.
Chicago & Cleveland. $20.00 from BWI)

College Weeks
WMtOIUMMl HOUO»rs

501 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
212-355-4705

□
□
D
D
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March
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-
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Destination .
Departure City_
D Sounds Good. I'm ready to party and enclose $50 deposit D Rush me more information
Name
Address
City —

__
,

:

,

,
.State

__^__
Zip

If Interested:
Call Mrs. Fitzpatrick

255-7712
(after 5:00 p.m.)
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What I Did Over Vacation
by Matthew Mullen
Back at school I went to a class called
Senior Blowoff 301. We were required to
write three papers. They were entitled
"What I did on my Christmas Vacation,"
"What I did on my Easter Vacation," and
"What I will do on my Summer Vacation."
I managed the course O.K. and I think I had
an A going into the second week. Then
came the fun killer—the two-page paper on
what I did over Christmas vacation. Life
was shot. No more good times. I locked myself in Mike's Pizza. I ate pizza and wrote
a paper called My Christmas Vacation or
How I Won a Pack of Certs from T. V.
My brain was a ball of convoluted grey

mush after finals. Sometimes I even missed
MTV because of it. So I was looking forward to spending some time on the balmy
shores of Huntington, Long Island, trying
to synchronize my brain waves with that
of an overripe squash. My goal was to spend
3 1/2 weeks watching T.V. with my little
brother who is eight years old. I like to set
low goals. I was much better than him in
Jeopardy and I beat the pants off the little
bugger in Puff basketball. I guess he was
getting tired of me being home when I tried
to play with his GI Joe Action set with real
life napalm and rat poison. He told me to
go repaint Tibet or go build a bridge to
Cleveland. I watched game shows all day
long and picked the best matches for the
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49 Once around
track
50 Baseball stat.
51 Limb
53 Artificial
language
55 Note of scale

eligible young men and women on Love
There was a pause while my eight year
Connection. Now I was having fun! On a old brother relaxed and figured out ways
show called Name the Famous Master Chef to avoid the tax man once our prize arrived.
I cleaned up. But the show refused to give Bob came back.
me my $20,000 invoking some rule about
"I'm sorry Mr. Mullen but we're out of
having to be a contestant to win the money. time. And since next week is celebrities
I guess the payments on my Lear jet will with big noses week, your game is over.
have to wait. I blew off that show and But you do win the certs. Congratulations!"
watched The Price is Right. I sent in rriy
"Thanks Bob!"
play along at home card. One day they
The next three weeks I waited for my
called me up. They wanted me to take a certs. On the last day of vacation I got them.
chance with a Des Moines female house- They are peppermint. I ate them all. At least
wife on two Porches, the color blue. I risked I have fresh breath. So that's what I did my
moving into a higher tax bracket, but what Christmas Vacation.
the heck. All I had to do was name the price
My teacher thought my paper was great
of a pack of certs, a popper scooper, and and she wants me to put it in the Mirror but
a water dehydrater.
I won't let her. My little brother is going
"$.35 for the certs," said my little brother. out to L.A. with his GI Joe stuff to claim
"$.35 Bob?"
his Porsche. Precocious lad, no?
-* <m*
"Yes! Now the pooper scooper?" said
RESIDENT ADVISOR
Bob.
"For large or small dogs?" my brother
APPLICATIONS
asked.
Available at Student Services
"Why, I don't know. Let me ask."
Resumes Professionally Prepared
By Word Processing Specialist
Long Term Storage
Fast Service Work Guaranteed

259-3907

100 Loyola Until 4:30 p.m.
on Jan. 31, 1986 Deadline
For Submission
Feb. 6, 1986, 4:30 p.m.
To Student Services

THE ARMY
NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard getting your
degree, hard enough that you'd like to
continue the challenge. That's what
Army Nursing offers. The challenge of
professional practice, new study opportunities, continuing education and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And you'll
have the respect and dignity accorded
an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or
if you already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or
Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse
Corps Recruiter.
CALL COLLECT:

301 - 677 - 5355

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
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Dianne Nolan wins 100th Game at Fairfield
Women's basketball coach desires to one day win it big here
by Dave DeFusco
Back in the early 1970's there were relatively few high school or college programs
for girls or women. And when girls did get
a chance to compete, they were seldom encouraged. It was often said that women who
participated in basketball- and other active
sports- did so at the risk of their health and
femininity.
But that thinking has gone the way of
duck tails and bobby socks. Many things
happened. The women's liberation movement stirred up interest in equality in sports.
Women's physical education teachers began campaigning for athletic programs for
girls. Congress passed legislation prohibiting discrimination in high school and college athletic programs.
The first women's college game was
played at Smith College in Northhampton,
Massachusetts in 1892.
In 1923, Mrs. Herbert Hoover, the wife
of the President, headed a national committee of women to investigate the practice of
holding basketball games in front of men.
The committee was shocked to find that
young women athletes were performing before audiences that included men. Mrs.
Hoover and her committee declared the
practice to be disgraceful and demanded
that it be stopped. It was.
That was only the beginning. In the years
that followed, state after state put an end
to their athletic programs for young women. In states where athletic programs did
continue, women were denied the opportunity to take part in any sport that was at
all vigorous.
In time, of course, women began, especially in the '60's, to protest the unfair treatment. A giant step forward was taken in
1972 when Congress passed amendments
to the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Known as
Title IX of the Federal Education Amendments of 1972, the law stated, 'No person
in the United States shall, on the basis of
sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance . . . '
Title IX meant that school athletic pro-

grams had to include sports for girls. A period of enormous change followed. In
1970-71, a year before Title IX, only
294,000 girls competed in high school
sports. By 1976-77, the number had increased to 1,645,000, a jump of 460 percent in six years.
Dianne Nolan and her accomplishments

the excuses at the beginning were the quality of the game. In this area and school it's
a little bit chauvinistic. Even among the
students- some people wonder why women don't come out and see the women play.
I don't think non-athletic women identify
as strongly with women athletes, as do nonathletic men with men athletes. I think that's

We're going to win it big here," says Dianne Nolan.

as head coach of the Fairfield University
women's basketball team show how far
women's sports have come in the last two
decades. Although women's basketball is
still not universally accepted and respected here at Fairfield as is the men's team,
Nolan and her associates consistently turn
out a quality product.
Just recently the Lady Stags' head coach
reached the century mark in wins at Fairfield U. This achievement is proof enough
that the Lady Stags deserve your uncompromised support.
MIRROR: What's your feeling about
women's basketball, and women's sports in
general, taking a backseat to men's sports.
NOLAN: It's frustrating at times. Here
at Fairfield in the past four years previous
to this year we clearly had a better team than
the men's, we were clearly playing better
basketball. It's not a putdown of anybody,
but we were just a better team. It was frustrating for me to see my counterpart get certain acknowledgments, when I thought we
were working equally as hard and not seeing the bleachers packed. I think a lot of

[Photo by Remy Steiner]

the problem. Men have grown up playing
some king of game.
MIRROR: . . . It's a cultural thing.
' NOLAN: Exactly. But it's changing now.
MIRROR: How has the basketball program progressed or regressed in the last few
years?
NOLAN: I think it definitely has
progressed. When I first got here the women were Division 3 and I was the coach of
the first Division 2 team. There was very
little stability. There was a different coach
for every year the last four years. Women's basketball was laughed at. My arrival
coincided with Father Kelly's arrival. In a
very short period of time, Father Kelly
made a strong commitment to the women's
and men's teams and really introduced
equality to the two programs. Since that
time it has certainly progressed from a honame to a top forty team in the country. My
first season the average loss the previous
year was forty points. The program has
progressed as far as its respectability, as far
as the university's commitment, and as far
as attracting better caliber student-athletes.
MIRROR: Are there any indications the
program will expand?
NOLAN: I think so, yes. You need cer-
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tain resources to keep expanding. One of
those especially at Fairfield is academic advisement. Since we are a very strong academic institution we're going to remain that
way. Academic advisement, here, has been
great. It's a big commitment from Fairfield.
MIRROR: Do you have a scouting
network?
NOLAN: You develop a certain repoire
with high school sports. For instance, right
now we obviously have connections with
Paramus Catholic- we have three young ladies from there. I'm originally from South
Jersey, so we recruit there, and also Mt.
Vernon,NY. A scouting network comes
from good recruiting. Even if you don't get
the top player, if you do things right, the
high school coach will remember you and
call you when they see someone. We do
have a network in the Northeast, not so
much nationally.
MIRROR: How about former players?
NOLAN: They'll suggest someone to
recruit or they'll mention Fairfield very
highly.
MIRROR: Do you look for certain players from certain parts of the country?
NOLAN: Yes, we kind of do. South Jersey, Philadelphia basketball is known to be
tough, physical, and aggressive- also New
York City and North Jersey. We're also
hoping our men's team will help our exposure nationally.
MIRROR: What do you look for in a
player?
NOLAN: After we have checked out her
grades, we look at natural ability, quickness, reactions, jumping ability, ballhandling and rebounding.
MIRROR: Do you put much consideration into who they've played for?
NOLAN: Not so much who they've
played for, but the competition they've
played against. We have a couple of players from top notch national programs, and
when they got here I was very concerned
or upset with their lack of fundamentals.
I used to say if they played for coach soand-so, they're going to come here and
know certain parts of the game. Howver,
through experience I've learned that is not
the case. We look at the quality of the overall program.
MIRROR: Why are fundamentals lacking in top notch programs?
NOLAN: In high school ball one extremely good player can win you a conference, which means coaches can get by
without individual instruction.
MIRROR: What's your approach to
coaching your players?
NOLAN: It depends on what type of team
you have. You're always a teacher first. We
try to make the analogy of the classroom
to the basketball court. We introduce a
whole concept, break it down, and then apply it to the game. Especially in a highly
structured academic school, the players understand it better in that concept.
MIRROR: Do you find it your business
to know your players?
NOLAN: Most definitely. The more I
can find out about a player, the more success I will have motivating. We definitely
try to know the players, but we don't try
to interfere with them. We try to find out
what their background or family life is like,
because if there are any problems it's very
hard to dismiss them and come out to the
floor. If I know their problems, I can be
more sensitive to them. We're trying to find
out what makes them tick, so we can make
them a better player and hopefully a better
person.
MIRROR: Does every player have a
role?
NOLAN: We define roles early in the
season from the starters on down. It is the
secret to good coaching. If players don't understand their roles, there will be confusion
and players will try to do too much in one
area and, consequently, they won't do
enough in other areas. Depending on their
ability we define and redefine roles as the
season wears on.
Continued on page 12 • ■
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This Week in Sports - All Games are Home

25th/Saturday
Men's Basketball-STAGS vs.
Holy Cross, 1 p.m.

28th/Tuesday
Women's Swimming-STAGS vs.
Trinity, 7 p.m.

29th/Wednesday
Men's Basketball-STAGS vs.
Army, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball-LADY STAGS
vs. Manhattan, 5:30 p.m.

Ice Hockey-STAGS vs.
Amherst, 8 p.m.

Ice Hockey-STAGS vs. Villanova,
8 p.m.,

Men's Swimming-STAGS vs.
Trinity, 7 p.m.

Life on ice is hard for F.U.
With almost 70% of its season yet to be
played, Fairfield's Ice Hockey team is in
hopes of a decided turnaround. The Stags
dropped to 0-8 after their New Year began
with four losses.
The Stags returned from the holidays to
host Fitchburg State on January 4. The Falcons brought with them last year's ECAC
leading scorer, Bob McMahon, and the tone
was set for a high-scoring game. The visitors opened the scoring just seven minutes
into the contest and the first period
progressed in goal-swapping. The Stag
goals were notched by senior co-captain
Tom McKeon, assisted by Art Ward and
Frank Messina; Chris McKeon assisted by
Mike Fitzgerald; and Paul Fabbri assisted
by Paul Bernardi and Mark McGowan.
Fairfield jumped in front 6-3 within five
minutes of the second period, but Fitchburg
responded with five goals of its own, three
on power-plays, to take an 8-6 lead. Fairfield second period scorers were Tom Festa from Fitzgerald, Fitzgerald from Fabbri
and Chris McKeon, and senior co-captain
Ed Home from Steve O'Neill and Festa.
The last twenty minutes were a repeat of
the first, with another three-goal swapping
period. Two of the Stags' final tallies came
from Messina, who was assisted by Tom
McKeon twice and Ron Ferrero once. Festa
scored Fairfield's last goal, off an assist by
Messina from Ferrero. John Cardinali and
Don Smith split keeper duties making a
combined total of 50 saves.
Last Wednesday the Jtags hosted Iona
College. The Gaels have grown to be one
of Fairfield's hottest rivals and this year's
contest only continued that tradition.
Although Iona took and held the lead for
most of the game, the Stags did tie the score
five minutes into the third period at 5-5.
However, the Gaels responded with a goal
just 30 seconds later and the final result was
a 6-5 loss for the Stags. Tom McKeon had
another impressive game, collecting two
goals and an assist, while Messina had a

j

goal and two assists and Festa notched a
goal and an assist. Other Stag scorers included O'Neill with one goal, while McGowan, Home, Bernardi, Ward, and Henry
Nowak all aided the assist department. ;Smith was in the net for the Stags for
the full 60 minutes, making 37 saves.
Last Saturday night saw Fairfield return
to their early season difficulty in scoring.
The Stags hosted Skidmore, holding the
Thoroughbreds to only four goals, the last
coming just nine seconds before the end of
the game when the Fairfield keeper had
been pulled. However, Fairfield only
managed to slip one goal, unassisted by
Fabbri, past the Skidmore goalie. Meanwhile, Steve Donovan made his first regular season appearance on the ice for the
1985-86 campaign, stopping 25 of the 29
Skidmore shots.
The final game in an active ice hockey
week was played on Sunday afternoon at
Amherst College. Their scoring difficulties
gone, the Stags exploded for eight goals,
but gave up 13 to their hosts, leaving them
a record of 0-8. Again Tom McKeon had
two goals and an assist, while Messina had
one goal and two assists. Festa collected two
more goals and one assist and Fabbri had
another goal. Ward and McGowan hit the
other Fairfield goals, while assists were
credited to Fitzgerald, Bernardi(2), Ferrero
and Home. Donovan started in the Stag
cage, but was replaced by Smithe midway
through the second period. Their saves
totalled 42.
Leading scorers for Fairfield now are
Festa with eight goals and four assists and
Messina with five goals and five assists.
Fairfield will continue its road-tripping,
meeting with Western New England on
Wednesday and participating in the Wesleyan Tournament on Friday and Saturday.
The next home game is on Saturday, January 25, when the Stags welcome Villanova
to Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice.
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A.J. Wynder was too quick for Fordham in this MAAC nailbiter. Stags 53-Fordham 52.
[Photo by Remy Sterner]

Tony George shows St. Peter's his stradlle in another MAAC nailbiter. Stags 49-St.
Peter's 48.
[Photo by Remy Stemerj

100th Game for Nolan
MIRROR: How do you motivate your
players?
NOLAN: It changes all the time. One
way is to emphasize that we want them to
be the best player they can be, and to make
being the best very important to them.
Each game is motivated differently
however. I learned very early in my career
from Bobby Knight- he often looks at a team
after a big upset in which they've won and
watches for how they do the next game.
Forget about the victory right away and key
into the next game.
If you place a great emphasis on winning
and trying hard, the motivation will be
there.
MIRROR: Do you yell a lot?
NOLAN: Yes. Some players need it,
some don't. This goes back to knowing the
personalities of the players. We try not to
yell the first few mistakes. If I see the same
mistake over and over, though, I get crazy. I see no excuse for it. It means two
things, the player is not mentally with it or
doesn't know how to physically do it.
MIRROR: What's your relationship with
the refs?
NOLAN: There are all new people this
year. Traditionally, it has been very good.
The refs know I'm not just a screamer, so
they don't turn me off.
MIRROR: How does the 30 second clock
affect your game plan?
NOLAN: The thirty second clock was instituted when scores of games were 5-2.
The thirtv second clock forced the offensive part of the game. Thirty seconds,
however, is a great advantage to top rebounding teams. I would like to see if go"

Continued from page 11

to forty five seconds so that the offense
would have more time for a better shot, and
which would take away the advantage of
the better rebounding teams.
MIRROR: What's the role of your assistants?
NOLAN: I have three assistants. Jean
Giarusso is my full time assistant whose
main responsibilities are recruiting and
game preparation. Len Petrucelli's main
responsibility is game preparation October
through March. Mark Breslin's responsibilities are bench coaching and scouting.
MIRROR: How important is the 100 win
milestone?
NOLAN: You don't look at your records.
You worry about winning games and you
know winning after a while will produce
certain kinds of records. But the 100th win
was significant in that I look back where
the program was when I started and it gives
me a sense of accomplishment-1 guess I'm
doing some right things.
MIRROR: What are your long range,
goals?
NOLAN: I want to prove that you can
be a top twenty and national contender at
a small Catholic school. Some people told
me when I first got the job if you work at
a Catholic school you'll never get anything
if you're a woman. You have to be at big
time school to be a big time winner. My
personal goal is to prove that wrong. I've
been offered very attractive jobs in the last
few years, but I like it here. So I want to
stay as long as I see the program progress
and the commitment there, and I think it
will. My goal is to stay here and win it big.

